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Snowman Triangle Treat Box 
 

Stamps: 

CL-10215 Triangle Treat 
Template Cling Mount 
Stamp (or V2-10215V 
Triangle Treat Template 
Wood Mount Stamp) 

11390SC Snowman Maker 
Clear Set 

 

Cardstock: 
White 

 

Other Supplies:  
Black Dye Ink Pad  
Colored Pencils 
Gamsol Odorless Mineral  
Spirits & Blending Stumps 
1/8” Hole Punch 
Narrow White Ribbon 

 

1. Stamp Triangle Treat Template onto scrap white cardstock. Cut on solid lines and score 
on dotted lines. 

2. Turn over triangle treat box to plain side, and stamp snowman’s face onto upper 
triangle. Color with pencils and blend with Gamsol. 

3. To assemble box, turn triangle treat box back to template-stamped side and fold 
inward on all score lines. Punch 1/8” holes on four dots where indicated.  

4. Thread a piece of ribbon through the four punched holes: Starting with the end that has 
the snowman’s face stamped on the reverse side, insert ribbon through the hole from 
the right outside part of the box as shown in Photo A.   

5. Draw ribbon across the long way to the opposite end, and thread it through the second 
hole from the outside again as shown in Photo B. 

6. Pull the ribbon across the short way, and thread through the hole from the inside as 
shown in Photo C. 

7. Return to the opposite end, and thread ribbon through the fourth hole from the inside 
again as shown in Photo D. 

8. Gently pull ends of the ribbon until the box closes halfway. Fill with goodies, such as 
small candies, coins, or folded currency.  

9. Draw the ribbon ends tight, and tie box closed as shown in Photo D.  
10. Stamp hat and scarf images onto scrap white cardstock. Color with pencils and blend 

with Gamsol. Cut out images, and adhere to front of box as shown. 
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